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Stallion 818 SC
Self-Contained Carpet Extractor

The Stallion 818 SC’s maneuverability and deep-down cleaning 
make it the perfect extractor for restoration of small and 
medium-sized carpeted areas.

The Stallion 818 SC blasts solution into the carpet through its three 
stainless steel jets. The embedded dirt is agitated by the floating brush, 
which automatically adjusts to different carpet pile heights. The solution 
and loosened soil are then extracted through a cast aluminum 18-inch 
shoe by the powerful 1.88 HP vacuum motor.

8-gallon solution and recovery tanks minimize the time spent emptying 
and refilling tanks, increasing productivity.

The hinged, rotocast polyethylene body provides easy access to internal 
components, simplifying maintenance.

The Stallion 818 SC has an accessory connector for use with optional 
carpet, stair, and upholstery tools.

Ideal for offices, hotel rooms, and other areas where carpet restoration 
is required the Stallion 818 SC is a workhorse built for the rigors of 
heavy-duty commercial use.
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Access to internal 
components is as 
easy as removing 
two bolts and lifting 
up the body.

The Stallion 818 SC has a 
recyclable powder-coated steel 
frame.

The tank-over tank design 
keeps the machine balanced 
throughout operation.

Large rear wheels makes 
transport easy. 
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Dimensions

Height

Width

Length

Weight

Machine
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Shipping Class

Warranty

Productivity

8 gal (30 L) 

8 gal (30 L)

100 PSI, bypass, diaphragm type

115 (110V), 126.5 (230V)

3-stage tangential

120V (240V available)

1.88 HP (1400 watts)

117 in (297 cm)

Permanent magnet

120V (240V available)

0.125 HP

1,200

Rotocast polyethylene

Powder-coated steel

Two 10 in (25 cm) non-marking grey

3 stainless steel, 1/4-turn snap in or out

18 in (46 cm) cast aluminum

16.75 in (42.5 cm) nylon, ABS core

1,200

Sealed, protected with string guard

14-3 SJT, detachable twist-lock, 50 ft

77 dBA @ operator

Quick-connect, automatic valve actuated

Ball type

34 in (86 cm)

18 in (46 cm)

35 in (90 cm)

96.5 lbs (44 kg)

116.5 lbs (53 kg)

125

3 year limited, 10 years on poly parts

1,929 sq ft per hour (179 m2)

A foam-sensitive ball-type float protects the 
vacuum motor from damage.

Convenient fingertip controls make it easy to 
activate the pump, vacuum motor, and brush.

The 8-gallon polyethylene tanks won’t dent, crack, 
or corrode and are warranted for 10 years.

The twist-lock connector prevents the cord from 
accidently being pulled out.

The accessory connector lets you use optional 
extraction tools with the Stallion 818 SC.

The vacuum shoe covers a 18 in wide path.

Three stainless steel jets snap in and snap out for 
trouble-free maintenance.

The floating brush adjusts to different carpet pile 
heights. Stainless-steel string guard protects the 
brush bearings.
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An optional 2-jet wand kit (Part #4093251 — 
sold separately) can be used to clean carpeted 
stairs and other hard-to-reach areas.
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